**Excursions**

The classroom comes alive as students experience both language and the culture of Maui first-hand. Iao Valley (above) and Maui Ocean Center (below).

---

**Housing**

Students arrange their own housing. There are many options within commuting distance including hostels, Bed & Breakfasts, condominiums and homestays.

Those who wish to be close to campus may contact:

- Kulana’a o Campus Apartments
  - 10 mins on foot

- The Maui Beach Hotel
  - 5 mins on foot
  - [http://www.mauibeachhotel.net/](http://www.mauibeachhotel.net/)

---

**MAUI LANGUAGE INSTITUTE**

**Aloha**

Welcome to the Maui Language Institute (MLI). Please look through this information to learn more about the different aspects of our programs.

---

**University of Hawaii Maui College**

**Maui Language Institute**

Maui Language Institute
maulang@hawaii.edu

310 W. Ka‘ahumanu Ave
Kahului, Hawaii USA 96732
(808) 984-3499
MauiLanguageInstitute.com
Grammar
9:00 – 10:20
The grammar addressed often includes, but is not limited to, verb tenses, subject and verb agreement, basic punctuation, and the use of descriptive parts of speech, such as adverbs and adjectives.

Writing
10:30 – 11:50
The writing class focuses on fluency building and the expansion of ideas for writers. The main goal is to assist students in writing more, both in terms of length and depth. Ideas are expanded to include specific examples, and multiple paragraphs are expected for each assignment.

Reading & Vocabulary
12:10 – 13:30
The goal of the reading and vocabulary curriculum is to help students achieve success with reading in terms of comprehension, vocabulary, and enjoyment. The reading tasks range in length and depth according to the level of the class.

Cultural Literacy
9:00 – 10:20
The content-based Cultural Literacy curriculum focuses on culture as it is reflected in our language. Through the academic classroom, students at MLI gain a deeper understanding of the country in which they are studying, allowing for a deeper understanding of the language as it is spoken by Americans.

Speaking & Listening
10:30 – 11:50
The Speaking and Listening class at MLI focuses on short group discussions, small presentations, and storytelling. Students will become more fluent, comfortable, and confident in their English through various spoken, communicative tasks.

Film Studies
12:10 – 13:30
Using popular American films as the centerpiece for the content of the course, students discuss and write about the many themes, characters, and aspects of the movie. Vocabulary, idioms, and other authentic language from the films are also examined in class.

Schedules are subject to change without notice.

Short-Term Programs

What are Short-Term Programs?
Short-term programs are custom designed programs for groups of students ranging in age from 16 to senior citizens. The curriculum combines English language learning with seminars and excursions that introduce Maui’s culture, history and environment. Most short-term programs are 1 to 4 weeks in length.